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Times are changing. Society is making progresses. People’s living standard is 
improving greatly.We are paying more attention to our own lives and there are heated 
discussions among us over regimen.Min Yide is a famous Taoist in Qing Dynasty.His 
works are plentiful and its ideas are profound.One of them is thoughts of  preserving 
health of Min Yide’s neidan. The thoughts of  preserving health of Min Yide’s 
neidan is simple and easy to practise,and plays certain positive roles in modern times. 
The paper has three parts:its introduction,text and conclusion.Their main contents are 
as follows: 
Introduction summarises the current situation of researches on Min Yide that the 
scholars home and abroad have made.There are some shortcomings about their 
studies.We are having estimate about the meanfulness of studies on the thoughts of  
preserving health of Min Yide’s neidan. 
There are three parts in the text.In the first part,it introduces Min Yide’s life and 
his works.The article mostly describes it by way of  four aspects: the societal 
background where Min Yide’s ideas form, checking when Min Yide was born and 
died, courses of cultivating himself according to Taoist doctrine,inspecting how many 
works that Min Yide compiles in Gu Shuyinlou cangshu,and so on. By the way，the 
thesis has its own new attitudes about when Min Yide was born and died. That is to 
say, he was born in 1748 and died in 1836. 
In the second part,it expounds the theoretical basis on the thoughts of  preserving 
health of Min Yide’s neidan.There are three aspects that embody it.They are Tao and 
zhenyi, “returning the original ”[fanben huaiyuan], cultivating sex and body 
[xingming shuangxiu]. 
In the third part, it analyzes the ways of the thoughts of  preserving health of Min 
Yide’s neidan profoundly.The leading ways are “opening the celestial heart and one 
eye”[kai tianxin yimu],“returning light ways”[huiguang fa],“directly reaching 
zhonghuang ways”[zhonghuang zhitou fa]  and “the senior alchemy ways”[shangpin 
danfa].As I know，Min Yide is the first one to put forward “directly reaching 
Zhonghuang ways” [zhonghuang zhitou fa] definitely. 
In the end，it summarizes the main characters of the thoughts of  preserving 















jiedan]，“annotating the alchemy in Confucian specialty words”[yiru shidan]，“the 
connections of commandment and alchemy [jiedan jiehe],and so on.The character of 
“explaining the alchemy in Buddhist specialty  words”[yifo jiedan] that makes 
thoughts of preserving health of Min Yide’s neidan outstanding is the most noticeable. 
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(Monica  Esposito)的《清代中国的龙门道:教义理想与地方实践》(Longmen 
Taoism in Qing China :Doctrinal Ideal and Local Reality)[见Journal of 









蒙妮卡还在《清朝龙门派和其有争议的历史》（The Longmen School and Its 
Controversial History during the Qing Dynasty）[见Religion and Chinese 
Society Volume II：Taoism and Local Religion in Modern China，edited by 
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